A new model for in vitro clot formation that considers the mode of the fibrin(ogen) contacts to platelets and the arrangement of the platelet cytoskeleton.
The constitution of platelet-fibrin(ogen) contacts, the separation of the platelets initially aggregated, and the rearrangement of the platelet cytoskeleton during clot formation (0.5 to 60 minutes after thrombin stimulation) were investigated using ultrastructural and immunocytochemical techniques. After aggregation, fibrin polymerizing within focal contacts and from degranulating secretory granules contributed to the fibers. The initially formed focal contacts with fibrin obviously persisted during clot formation. The physiological branching of the fibers enabled separation of platelets. The contact associated cytoskeleton formed a constricting and fiber internalizing sphere, but later stress fiber like bundles. As retraction progressed, the cytoskeleton changed to stress fiber connecting focal contacts with fibers. A model of clot formation in vitro is presented that reflects both the contributions of platelets (fibrin fiber internalization and retraction) and of fibers (branching) enabling the retraction.